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Introduction - What is a Landrace?
In the 1920s, the legendary Russian plant explorer Nikolai Vavilov identified global centers of crop
diversity, that include Mesoamerica, the Mediterranean Basin, the Fertile Crescent, the Near East,
Highland Ethiopia and China, each where traditional farmers domesticated thousands of diverse folk
varieties, or 'landraces'. For example, native Andean farmers domesticated potatoes, beans, quinoa
and amaranth grains, and many tuber and leaf crops. India alone, had at least 30,000 rice landraces
earlier last century until the introduction of industrial monocropped systems.

!
(1) Mexico-Guatemala, (2) Peru-Ecuador-Bolivia, (2A) Southern Chile, (2B) Brazil, (3) Mediterranean, (4) Middle East,
(5) Ethiopia, (6) Central Asia, (7) Indo-Burma, (7A) Siam-Malaya-Java, (8) China1

A ‘landrace’ or ‘folk variety’ is a population of plants or animals that evolved over millennia of
natural and human selection to be well adapted to local conditions. Landraceswere domesticated by
indigenous farmers in their centers of origin. In contrast, modern cultivars are not screened by
natural pressures in their regions of origin, but are bred in conventional systems, dependent on
irrigation and synthetic fertilizers.
'Looking at the field of ripening grains, Vavilov realized that it was not a uniform wheat cultivar, but a panoply
of intermixed strains of grain that formed a resilient polyculture. It was necessary to collect hundreds of
seedheads for a representative sample of the vast biodiversity in a single field.' Gary Nabhan
Modern wheat is a uniform field of cultivars bred with dependence on agrochemicals to survive. In

contrast from the earliest days, traditional farmers grew mixtures of diverse wheat landraces. Landrace
populations represent the genetic variability and diversity found in their centers of origin. As wild

wheat diversity evolved, a dynamic geneflow betweenwheat plants and the evolution of new
genotypes slowly emerged. This combined with seed exchange among farmers to develop dynamic
populations of diversity. Landrace populations evolved survival mechanisms to produce stable yields
in low-input fields that can adapt to weather extremes. Heritage wheats are dynamic, evolving
1
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populations constantly interacting and evolving with the changing environment, crossing naturally
and responding to new challenges.
Landrace wheats are an integral part of traditional food cultures. Culinary uses of landrace wheats
by traditional peoples world-wide are based in their unique characteristics, flavors, textures and
colors. Selecting crops for yield and agronomic traits alone excludes essential aspects of producing
food for nourishing, culturally diverse cuisines.
Green Revolution Modern Wheats - A Double-Edged Sword
The introduction of high-yielding wheat bred in soils fertilized with high input agrochemicals
revolutionized cereal production during 1960’s, enabling a greater production of wheat than ever
before. Stem heights are uniform to allow for efficient harvest by goliath combines. High-yielding
cultivars rapidly spread to developing countries, fighting hunger when used with agrochemicals yet
replacing the traditional organic-adapted landraces that sustained traditional peoples for millennia in
low-input systems. Emerging research suggests that the higher gluten levels in modern varieties
cause an increase in gluten allergies2, and have a higher glycemic index causing blood sugar spikes
and drops 3. Nutritional value has decreased in modern high-yielding cultivars. 4

Presence of celiac disease epitopes in modern and old hexaploid wheat varieties: wheat breeding may have
contributed to increased prevalence of celiac disease Hetty C. van den Broeck · Hein C. de Jong · Elma M. J. Salentijn ·
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Forgotten Biodiversity - Caucasus Mountain Ancient Grains
In my journey to find the highest quality grains, I discovered a treasure trove of lost grain
biodiversity in remote villages in the Caucasus Mountains. These grains are so rare that few
researchers or bakers has heard of them. So rare that they have been almost lost in their ancestral
homeland of Georgia - until now.
World scientists are working feverishly to avert global famine by searching for resilient food crops
that can feed the world under the weather extremes of climate change. Fortunately for all of us, a
botanical Noah’s Ark of lost ancient grains with extraordinary climate resilience, nutrition and flavor
has been discovered in the remote mountain fields of Georgia, nestled between Russia and Turkey.
Unlike the typical archaeological remains of broken pottery or fertility figurines, these ancient crops,
are living seeds, passed down generation by generation by peasant farmers living in Georgia’s
mountain villages.
The earliest evidence of human beings outside of Africa is found in the Caucasus Mountains. These
ancient grains were the first food crops domesticated by early Neolithic farmers 8,000 years ago at the
dawn of agriculture. The Caucasus Mountain region is a center of biodiversity of wheat. Elkana, the
Georgian organic farming association <elkana.org.ge>, has established a ’Seed Ark Farm’ to restore
the world’s most climate-resilient, high nutrition ancient grains that sustained traditional peoples
for millennia but today are almost extinct.
Fourteen species of wheat were traditionally grown in Georgia. Five species are indigenous only
to Georgia, but are critically endangered. Not one is commercially available except Einkorn.
Ancient Caucasus wheats are the most disease-resistant in the world, are gluten-safe and
incredibly delicious.
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Catalogue - 2022
drawn from scores of landrace wheats that we grow-out, select and offer each year.
Contact Eli Rogosa, growseed@yahoo.com to order.
1. Banatka - Ukrainka
2. Bezbanatstaja
3. Black Winter Emmer
4. Caucasus Rouge - Tsitli Doli
5. Chelta Zanduri - T. timopheevii
6. Einkorn
7. Ethiopian Purple Barley
8. French Melange
9. Halychanka - Red Fife
10. Jaljuli Biblical Durum
11.Hourani Biblical Durum
12. Krymka - Turkey Red
13. Macha
14. Poulard aka Rivet
15. Poltavka
16. Red Lamas
17. Rouge de Bordeaux
18. Cyrus Pringle
19. Elbert Carman and the Rural New Yorker

$25 per oz + shipping
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Banatka - Ukrainka
a Hungarian - Russian landrace renowned for winter-hardiness,
drought-resistance and excellent bread-making quality. Nikolai Vavilov,
renowned Russian plant explorer, characterized Banatka as
‘distinguished by high productivity, excellent baking quality and broad
adaptability’.
Dr Geza Kovacs, former director of the Hungarian cereal gene bank,
explained to me that the two most beloved heritage wheats of 1800s
Hungary are Banatka and Bankuti. The Banatka Hungarian landrace
from Banat by the Tzisavi River at the foothills of the Carpathian
Mountains has exceptional winter-hardiness, resistance to drought
conditions and outstanding bread baking quality. Banatka’s height out-competes the weeds, standing
tall with awned majesty.

The original Banatka, famed for its excellent baking quality, winter

hardiness and broad adaptability, was brought to Russia in the late 1900s, renamed Ukrainka and
soon covered vast hectares of the Ukraine.
Our ‘Banatka’ is a genepool bred by Eli Rogosa with Banatka from Hungary x Bankuti (Tzsavedeki x
Marquis) x Ukrainka, a cold-hardy Banatka selection brought north to Russia. I combined Banatka
plants with largest heads and the greatest number of sturdy tillers with Bankuti, renowned for rich
flavor and baking quality. Today my Banatka population is the highest yielding wheat in our trials,
and is being grown with good success throughout New England and the Midwest.

Bezbanatstaja
a steady workhorse whose productivity and fat seed combine with stocky stiff-strawed Bezostaja
(Kiev landrace x Ukrainka x Crimean Red Turkey) x tall, willowy Banatka, selected for height for
weed competition, high yield and high protein potential. If you are a grower seeking dependable
high yield and excellent baking quality, look no further.
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Black Winter Emmer
T. dicoccum, is an ancient grain that grows wild in the land of
ancient Israel. It was used in the first Matzah in ancient Egypt
and sustained Roman legions. Emmer evolved into durum
wheat and makes excellent pasta and flatbreads. Durum wheat
evolved from emmer wheat. It was selected by peasant farmers
to be free-threshing. Beloved as delicious 'farro' in Italy and
used in the original matzah in ancient Egypt, known as ‘Em ha
Hitah - Mother Wheat’ in Israel Noble Emmer withstands
weather extremes, thrives in drought or moist weather but had
no fusarium in the torrential rainy season of 2009 when other varieties fell by the wayside. Black
winter Emmer was trialed extensively in the US by the USDA grain explorer Mark Carleton in the
early 1900s, who records its astounding resilience and yield, yet was eclipsed over the years until our
reintroduction. Our stately Black Winter Emmer was collected in the Carpathian Mountains by the
Hungarian Gene bank in recent years, and generously contributed to our program.

Caucasus Rouge - Tsitli Doli (T. aestivum var. ferrugineum)
‘Black Sea Caucasus winter wheats have been grown with great success in Maine.’
Maine Agriculture Society Report of 1857
The Caucasus Mountains, bordering the Black Sea between Russia and
Turkey, are an ancestral center of origin of bread wheat, with a high degree of
tritium biodiversity due to its diverse climatic conditions and soils. The
beloved Caucasus Mountain wheat ‘Tsiteli Doli’

is a

cherished winter

landrace wheat glowing with mahogany hues giving a floral honey
fragrance. Caucasus Rouge is well adapted to heavy, poor soils and a harsh
climate of cold winters and hot, dry summers. It is
frost hardy and resistant to drought and disease. When grown in nonirrigated lands typical in peasant farmers’ fields, yields are less than
modern wheat, but the aromatic taste and baking quality are better than if
it is grown in irrigated fields. Lodging is normally not a concern for under
the rainfed conditions. Rotational cover cropping, minerals and mulching
is sufficient. Excessive manuring or irrigation increase lodging.
This landrace set out early leaves before any other wheat in my trials,
providing

excellent ground cover that suppresses weeds. It reaches a
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towering height of 4 feet or more. Seed heads can be up to a 12” long, red, with awns of rich hues
ranging from honey to mahogany. Even though Tsiteli Doli is an important wheat variety outside of
Georgia, especially in France, where it is beloved as Caucasus Rouge, it is endangered in Georgia due
to replacement by modern high yielding cultivars. The Georgian organic farming association,
Elkana.org.ge, is restoring this ancient bread wheat on their Seed Ark farm in Akhalksike, Georgia.

Chelta Zanduri - T. timopheevii
Little known Chelta Zanduri (T. timopheevi) was
domesticated from a wild grass (T. araticum) that
can be found in Iran towards the Caucasus
Mountains.

Chelta

Zanduri

has

outstanding

resistances to rust and fusarium fungal disease
complexes, tolerates drought and heavy rain, and
has rich flavor and bread-making quality with high
protein. In the mountain villages of Georgia it is
baked for festive gatherings to honor guests. Since
ancient times in Trancaucasusia lands, bread baked
with Zanduri was renown as ‘Royal Bread’ because of its high quality and delicious flavor 5 .

5
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PGRFA. Proceedings of the European Symposium, 30 June-3 July 1998, Braunschweig, Germany (T. Gass,L. Frese,F. Begemann and E.
Lipman, compilers). 1999. IPGRI, Rome, Italy
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Einkorn
Einkorn, once an almost-lost species of wheat from the dawn of
agriculture, is being rediscovered today as a power-grain, higher in
protein and minerals than modern wheat, yet safe for most gluten allergies.
Why?

Einkorn (T. monococcum) is not related to modern wheat. All

modern wheat evolved from wild emmer (T. dicoccoides). Einkorn
evolved independently from it’s own wild form.
T. monococcum, is the most ancient of grains that grows wild in the
Karacaga Mountains of the land of Turkey, first domesticated by the
builders of Gobekli Tepi, a recently discovered megalithic sanctuary.
Einkorn evolved from wild einkorn, T. boeoticum, and is not directly
related to wheat. Our Einkorn is higher in protein and minerals than modern wheat, with a lighter
digestible gluten. Einkorn is the only grain that I use in my bakery due to its delicious, rich flavor,
and ease of digestibility for folks with gluten sensitivity, like myself.
Einkorn’s delicate, filigree glumes rise up from the grain head, imparting a feeling of calm beauty. It’s

E I NKO R N

seed head is so modest that it can be easily mistaken for a wild plant. Herein lies its value. Einkorn
wild resilience thrives in drought and harsh conditions, like a weed, where modern wheats can not.

GR AI N O F TH E ANC I E NTS

GLUTEN-SAFE
for some
wheat allergies
Ancient Einkorn is being
rediscovered today for
its robust flavor and
high nutrition.
HA

!
HARVESTING EINKORN IN ANCIENT JERICHO 10,000 YEARS AGO

Harvesting einkorn in Jericho 10,000 years ago
As more people become allergic to modern wheat gluten, ‘gluten-safe’ Einkorn offers a welcome

Einkorn has been cherished
by peasants through the ages for it rich, light flavor, digestibility and
alternative. Einkorn, an ancient species of grain from the dawn of agriculture, is being
rediscovered has
todayaasrich
a gourmet
grain,
higherantioxidents,
in protein and traceprotein
minerals than
wheat, than
nutrition, but very rare. Einkorn
taste,
more
andmodern
minerals
and safe for some gluten allergies. Consult with your doctor to test if einkorn if safe for you.

modern wheat and makes excellent bread.

Einkorn’s delicate, filagree glumes rise up from the grain head, imparting a feeling of calm
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Ethiopian
Purple Barley
Ethiopian Purple

!
Ethiopian Purple Barley

In Jerusalem’s open-air market, Machane Yehuda, ancient stone buildings with arched
In Jerusalem’s open-air market, Machane Yehuda, ancient stone buildings with arched

portals give way to a colorful tapestry of ethnic foods and exotic flavors. Abraham and his
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Today, Ethiopian-Israelis number 100,000. Almost all were traditional farmers in rural
Today, Ethiopian-Israelis number 100,000. Almost all were traditional farmers in rural
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Ethiopian wheat, teff and other traditional foods direct from Ethiopia to family- run markets
such as Abraham and Yehudit’s.
It was in Abraham and Yehudit’s market stall that I found emmer (Triticum dicoccum), called
‘Em Ha’Hitach’ or Mother Wheat in Hebrew, the almost-extinct delicious wheat variety that

called ‘Em Ha’Hitach’ or Mother Wheat in Hebrew, the almost-extinct delicious wheat
variety that was domesticated in the land of early Israel 12,000-10,000 years ago.
growseed.org

“Do you know what this is?” I asked Abraham incredulously. “Of course, it is aja,
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Abraham in his Machane Yehuda shop
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~ The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan, Avot d'Rabbi Nathan 30:6

French Melange
A diverse polyculture of heritage French wheats selected for rich complex flavors, baking quality and
health by French peasant farmers of Reseau Semance Paysanne. This Melange (mixture) was shared
with me at a biodiversity festival sponsored by the INRA French wheat researchers that work closely
with the farmers in reviving the arts of on-farm wheat breeding for artisan French breads. The
farmers grow-out the Melange and select for the traits that do best on their unique farm landscape,
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then to exchange seed to restore a community seed system for on-going crop evolution and
community vitality. Some of the varieties have seedhead as big as a ear of corn! Available to seedsavers only for multiplication in cooperation with HGC. We will ask experienced growers to return
back half of your best harvest in the first year, and you keep the rest.

Halychanka - Red Fife
Known as Galician Spring or Halychanka in its Ukrainian homeland, this
delicious wheat has its homeland in Halychynka, Galicia in the Western Ukraine.
Our Halychanka collected by the Vavilov Institute in Russia. In 1842 David Fife of
Ontario received from a friend in Scotland a packet of wheat from a Ukrainian
grain shipment from Gdansk. Fife planted the grains but only five plants
germinated. Of those, some were eaten by the family cow before the last plants
were saved by Mrs. Fife. Most of the wheats were winter lines, but the plants that
headed in spring became known as ‘Red Fife’. Soon this cold-hardy spring wheat
spread throughout Canada. Red Fife was introduced to the US in the mid-1850s
and was called in Maine ‘Scotch Fife’. Red Fife - aka - Halychanka belong to one
basic landrace with winter hardiness, resistance to drought and excellent baking
qualities. These are mostly winter wheats but in Galicia in northwestern Ukraine ,
but facultative spring wheats such as Red Fife – Halychanka thrive there.

Jaljuli Biblical Durum
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‘Jaljuli’ or ‘sacred circle’, is the missing link between the wild emmer wheat and the easy
threshing, hull-less durums that were selected by ancient Mideast farmers. Our Jaljuli was
gifted by Daoud, a farmer in Zataara near Jerusalem. The rolling hills of Daoud’s farm are
abundant with diverse indigenous varieties of vegetables, herbs and grains. As we stood by
his stone home, at the pre-Roman cistern that waters his goats Daoud quietly explained that
his family has lived in this place since ancient Israeli days.

Daoud and Fatma

Jaljuli

In Biblical times, ‘Gilgal’ (Hebrew) or ‘Jaljul’ (Arabic) was a worship place of stone circles,
like Stonehenge. Gilgals were a place of holiness for Hebrew people.

!
Gilgal Refa’im - Circle of Giants - in the Golan Heights

The prophet Samuel anointed Saul as King in a gilgal stone circle (1 Samuel 7,1). Holy people
played harps and worshipped in a gilgal (2 Kings 2:1-2). Gilgal Rafa’im or ‘circle of giants’ in
Israel dates 5000 years ago, and is 490 feet in diameter. These circles pre-date the pyramids
and Babylonian temples.

Hourani Biblical Durum
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The Hourani durum wheat landrace was cultivated for millennia in the Houran plateau of Northern
Jordan and Southern Syria and south into Israel. Recently, however, it’s meta-population has become
fragmented due to the introduction of high yielding varieties and loss of local community seed
systems. Hourani seed was collected by Nikolai Vavilov, a reknowned plant explorer who combed the
Fertile Crescent for rare varieties in the 1926. Vavilov reported,

‘The Hourani landrace deserves great attention because of its exceptional quality, yield and fine
appearing grain. It is distinguished by early maturity, drought resistance and resistance to
lodging. It has been shown in our experiments that Hourani’s trait-complex is dominant in
hybridization with our ordinary Russian wheats.’6

Miriam and children

Atif grazing his sheep

Miriam baking flatbread

Our Hourani was generously gifted by Atif and Miriam, who live in a hidden valley, down a winding
path in the village of Wadi Fukin near Bethlehem. Miriam reports that the flavor is better and the
breads stay fresher longer than the modern wheat varieties sold in the stores. See: growseed.org/
wadifukin.html.

Krymka - Turkey Red
6

Vavilov, Nikolai. Scientific Basis for Wheat Breeding. Vol. 13 Chronica Botanica, Waltham, MA 1950

Turkey
- Crimean
Turkey Red
Red - Crimean
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interviewing that field very closely all winter and have come to the conclusion that it is by far the hardiest wheat
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from 60,000 to 20 million bushels a year. Not only did the drought tolerance of these
new varieties open up the Great Plains and the Northwest for wheat growing, the
durum wheat tasted better in pasta, and the hard red wheat made better bread.
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We are growing Turkey Red from the original Ukrainian Crimean collected by Nilokai Vavilov.
We are growing Turkey Red from the original Ukrainian Crimean collected by Nilokai Vavilov.
5 http://www.ars.usda.gov/is/timeline/germplasm.htm 6! h t t p : / / r e s 2 . a g r . g c . c a /
publications/marquis Marquis wheat success story in Canada to its roots in the Ukraine .
Stephan Symko
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1. http://www.ars.usda.gov/is/timeline/germplasm.htm

2. ipmall.fplc.edu/hosted_resources/PatentHistory/poar1839.htm

Macha
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is an ancient hexaploid wheat, meaning that it will rise like T. aestivum
bread wheat, but bears the robust resiliences of an ancient grain. This
hulled bread-type wheat is native to the Caucasus region where it was
found in great abundance by the renowned plant explorer, Nikolai
Vavilov, who collected in the peasants’ fields. Vavilov described that the
popular local ‘Macha’ landraces had stable yields in extreme weather
conditions and a high resistance to diseases, especially the fungal
diseases that arise in humid weather, and an ability to produce large
biomass. It’s tall height and early ground cover well suppress weeds. Its
grain protein content of 18% is higher than typical bread wheat giving it
good baking quality and good yield potential under conditions where
other wheats fail due to disease and pests.

!

Poulard aka Rivet

The poulards have spectacular large seedheads with varieties of branched or
composite shapes, all with generous fat, round seeds. Known in the British Isles as Rivet, Cone

or English wheat (T. turgidum) In Europe, turgidum wheat grows in the Mediterranean to
middle European countries spanning the Balkans, Italy, and up to France, Spain, England,
Germany and Switzerland. Triticum turgidum known as ‘Rivet’ or ‘Cone’, first appeared in
Late Saxon times in England. Although not used for bread making in the U.S. due to it lack of
extensible flour for rising, Rivet was enjoyed in Europe for nourishing, high protein pottage
(thick soup or stew), a medieval staple food, and was used for ship's biscuits – a hard and
dry meal. Rivet is found in the thatch of roofs dating from the 1400s. Until the end of the
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Napoleonic Wars and into the mid-1800s, Rivet was a predominant wheat, and yields well in
poor fertility where bread wheat may not.
Although the USDA wheat bulletin 1340, published in 1923, warns:
‘This bulletin has been prepared to answer the frequent requests for information concerning the origin,
productivity, and value of the varieties of Polish and Poulard wheats grown in this country and to warn farmers
against paying high prices for seed of these nearly worthless grains. Poulard wheat usually produces low yields
and is not suitable for making flour or semolina. Farmers are advised against buying and growing varieties of
Polish and poulard wheat, as only un- satisfactory returns have been obtained from them in all parts of the
United States.
Man craves spectacular things even in a commonplace crop, such as wheat. Polish and Poulard wheats are
among our most spectacular cereal crops in appearance, and the stories which have accompanied the
exploitation of these two grains would excite the interest of the most indifferent farmer. Neither of these wheats
is of commercial value in America for commercial breads, but both have been offered to the buying public by
unscrupulous or unknowing promoters who take advantage of their strikingly grand appearance. 7
Poulard and Polish wheats are closely related to with T. turanicum subsp Khorassan, aka ‘Kamut’
which have a delicious nutty, buttery flavor, and are a successful commercial grain despite the
USDA’s warning in 1923.

Poltavka
Poltavka is a voluptuous, deep-hued landrace wheat collected in
1915 from the Novo-Poltavka Jewish agricultural settlement in
the Ukrainian steppes. The Poltavka region was site of an
ancient culture of Neolithic farmers where grain goddess
artifacts were found in and on grain storage bins and bread
ovens. Neolithic farmers of Poltavka flourished from circa 3000
to 2000 BCE.1
The first Jewish settlers of the Jewish farming settlements in
Russia were originally from the province of Courland of
present-day Latvia from the village of Paslevys where my great-grandfather on my mother’s side was
born, and other nearby villages. During the years 1830-1840 Tsar Nicholas force-relocated these Jews
to the western provinces of Russia to farm. In 1841 five new Jewish agricultural colonies, including
Novo-Poltavka or New Poltavka, were given 6000 acres of good land. Novo-Poltavka got its name
from the neighboring village Poltavka. By the end of the century the population of Novo-Poltavka
7

http://plantbreeding.wsu.edu/1923PolishAndPoulardWheats.pdf
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grew to over two thousand Jewish farmers. The Jewish earned great respect for their high culture of
farming and highly literate farmers. In 1902 the Novo-Poltavskaya Jewish Agricultural School was
founded.2 In the 1920s and 1930s the settlement had a Yiddish language seven-year school, two
orphanages, a library with Yiddish, Hebrew, and Russian books, a drama club, a hospital, and a
pharmacy. Although only 5% of the Jews of my great grandfather’s Lithuanian village of Paslevys
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1

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poltavka_culture
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loaf - mass) refers to the Celtic wheat festival where the first sheaf of wheat was ceremonially
We offer seed generously contributed by Glenn Roberts of Anson Mills, NC.
reaped, threshed, milled and baked into a loaf. As Christianity entered, the community's first
loaf was consecrated at 'Loaf-Mass' in thanksgiving for the harvest.
Our seed was generously contributed by Glenn Roberts of Anson Mills, NC, and grown out on
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of wheat was ceremonially reaped, threshed, milled and baked into a loaf. As Christianity entered,
the community's first loaf was consecrated
at ‘Loaf-Mass'.
LUGHNASAH
Grain Traditions

Lunasagh Ancient Celtic Harvest Festival

Ancient Celtic grain harvest festival
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the sea. In every case shall offerings and prayers of thanksgiving be made.
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rubbed it sharply from the husk with my own hand. I ground it in a quern, I baked it on a fan of
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offerings and

A mikvah is the Hebrew word for immersion in living water traditionally done before festivals.
The wheat found at Masada ‘Jaljuli’ means in Arabic and Hebrew ‘sacred stone circle’, a place of
harvest celebration and worship in ancient Israel (like Lammas wheat is named after the Lammas festival).
I went sunwise round my dwelling
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Shavuot, both grain and baked breads were offered (verses 16-17). Shavuot is the Feast of Harvest (Exodus
Who are preserving me, And who will preserve me, In peace, in flocks
23:16).
As done in the ancient Israeli Temple as the first spring offering of green grain in ‘aviv’, also this
strength
of heart, In labor, in love, In wisdom and mercy, until the day of my death.
removed the husks of emmer in earlier times
As is done on Sukkot at hakafot, rounding the bima 7 times
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1. A mikvah is the Hebrew word for immersion in living water traditionally done before festivals.
The wheat found at Masada ‘Jaljuli’ means in Arabic and Hebrew ‘sacred stone circle’, a place of
harvest celebration and worship in ancient Israel (like Lammas wheat is named after the Lammas
festival).
First Fruits - In ancient Israel newly harvested grain could not be eaten until the first fruits were offered
on the "day after the Sabbath" of Passover (Leviticus 23:9-1, 14). Upon the completion the grain harvest at
Shavuot, both grain and baked breads were offered (verses 16-17). Shavuot is the Feast of Harvest
(Exodus 23:16).
As done in the ancient Israeli Temple as the first spring offering of green grain in ‘aviv’, also this
removed the husks of emmer in earlier times
As is done on Sukkot at hakafot, rounding the bima 7 times
2

3

people make
standing stones,
wreaths of new

grain and flowers, placing first fruits at their feet. Let them cut a sheaf of new grain and set it alight
in the ancient manner, burning off the husks with fire. Let them grind the grain in a quern or a mill
and bake a bannock from it saying:
4

5

On the feast say of Lugh and of Danu, I cut a handful of the new grain, I purified it by fire, And
rubbed it sharply from the husk with my own hand. I ground it in a quern, I baked it on a fan of sheepskin, I
toasted it to a fire of rowan, I shared it round my people.
On the feast say of Lugh and of Danu, I cut a handful of the new grain,
I went sunwise round my dwelling In the names of Lugh and Danu Who have preserved me, Who are I purified
it by fire, And rubbed it sharply from the husk with my own hand.
preserving me, And who will preserve me, In peace, in flocks In strength of heart, In labor, in love, In wisdom
and mercy, until the day of my death. I ground it in a quern, I baked it on a fan of sheepskin, I toasted it to a fire
of rowan, I shared it round my people.
After bathing in sacred water and attuning the forces of chaos, shall the people visit a hill top, better
where there is also sacred water. Let them honor the water with offerings and prayers of thanks. Let
them also honor the Sun that gives energy to the crops, the Moon who makes the crops grow with
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Her juices, the lightening who purifies the air and the winds that bring good weather. Likewise the
good soil that nourishes all beings. Let them feast and play games, pick berries and make merry as
they please.’

Rogosa
Banatka x Bezostaja selected for fat seed and sturdy stalks. An incredible winner!

Rouge de Bordeaux

Paysans-boulanger Nicolas Supiot bakes with Rouge de Bordeaux,
beloved for its delicious quality for traditional French breads
Beloved by French artisan bakers, this French landrace was gifted to Eli by Jean Francois Bethelois, a
French farmer - baker - seed saver extraodinaire.
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How beautiful seems the world on this glorious morning by the seaside! Eastward and toward the sun,
fair green isles with outlines of pure beauty are scattered over the blue bay. Though fair be the earth, it has
become tainted by him who was meant to be its crowning glory. Behind me on this island are crowded vile
and wicked men, the murmur of whose ribaldry riseth like the smoke and fumes of a lower world.'
!

Diary of A Quaker Conscience 6th, 9th month, 1863 Cyrus Gurnsey Pringle 12

Cyrus Pringle, Vermont plant explorer extrodinare, amassed a vast collection of botanical
samples found throughout the US and Mexico, exchanged seeds with scores of Europeans, with
over 20,000 samples stored at Pringle Herbarium at the University of Vermont. More were
collected for the Smithsonian and for Asa Grey of Harvard University, I have spent sweet hours
pouring over Pringle's eloquent descriptions of how to cross tiny flowers of wheat, the traits of
grape plants and the habits of potatoes.
In 1863, Pringle's botanical work was interrupted by the Civil War. With an abiding belief in
non-violence, Pringle, a Quaker, was imprisoned by the US military for refusing to bear arms in
during the Civil War in 1863. He suffered great physical hardships as a military prisoner.
President Lincoln intervened and pardoned Pringle and the three other Quakers. After
recovering from his ordeal, Pringle continued to breed plants on his Charlotte, Vermont farm.
From 1864 to 1880, he bred wheat, oats, grapes and potatoes. Pringle wheats:
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searched through the USDA genebank in 2004, and was delighted to find
accessions of Pringle’s wheats and oats! There they were. I excitedly sent them to Heather Darby
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and Jack Lazor, as a gift for the good work to revitalize Vermont grains.
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Pringle's Progress Oat

Bred in 1884 by Cyrus G. Pringle of Champlain,Vermont
by crossing Excelsior and Chinese Hulless oats.
"This new and distinct variety of oats was made by Cyrus Pringle by crossing the Excelsior
with the Chinese Hulless.! In it we have a combination of good qualities which cannot fail
to please - a short stiff straw and a long full head, averaging as large as the largest of the
taller varieties, well-filled, and being much shorter, it does not lodge.! In our trial plot of
about 20 varieties of oats, Pringle’s Progress matured next to the Early Lackawanna oat.! In
the spring of 1886, from one and 3/4 bushels drilled in on a rather poor soil, 162 bushels,
threshers measure, were harvested.! Progress oat will suit every time.! Horses seem to like
these oats much better than most sorts, probably because of the thin and tender shuck."

1889 Protein content 19.9%! Height! 38"
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Elbert Carman and the Rural New Yorker

Cyrus Pringle’s‘

Elbert Carmen, 1894

Elbert Carmen’s

‘His earliest experiments with wheat involved testing all known varieties of England, France,

Champlain’ and

‘Rural New Yorker’

Russia, and the United States to ascertain which were the hardiest and most productive. Then
followed
exhaustive tests as to best depth, quantity of seed, mode of sowing and best fertilizers,
Hungarian
such as salt, ashes, plaster and lime. Potash, phosphoric acid and nitrogen, singly and in various
combinations were thoroughly tested. he work of crossing varieties of wheat was begun and has
continued down to date, with results valuable to science and to agriculture. In 1881 Carman
succeeded in crossing rye with wheat, the first and only successful attempt on record so far as
we know. This crossing was followed up for years with the progeny. Most of the hybrids
resembled the wheat parent, rather than the rye. Last year a large proportion of the plants and

Red Lammas

heads came true, and it is believed that a tolerable stability has been reached. The stems are
twice as thick as those of wheat, and leaves broader, the color brighter, the tendency to tiller
stronger, and the plants seem not subject to winter-killing. Several of the wheat and rye- wheats
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olonial New
England,
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wheat was released in 1884.

mas is deemed the 'King of Wheats' for having deservedly

bodied flour. It fetches the best price at market.'

